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your choice should also be made with the weight of the painting in mind. a heavy canvas is usually too large for younger kids and is too cumbersome for older kids. a heavy canvas has a tendency to drag on the ground or floor, so it may be better to choose a canvas that is a bit lighter. you should also consider the
size of the canvas. kids need a large canvas because their bodies are growing and therefore it is difficult for them to get the weight of the paint even. if they are too small, they might accidentally squish the paint or get it on their clothes or the floor. a slightly larger canvas will allow your kids to have a larger selection

of paintings and therefore are more likely to have a favorite. choose an image that you feel is appropriate for your child. once you have selected a canvas, you can start painting. you can use kids acrylic paint or spray paint (which is also good for cars). if you are confident with the canvas, acrylic paint is a safe bet
because it can be removed easily with a solvent. when painting, remember that its not about the look. its about having fun! any picture you choose for the canvas can be changed later on, so don't worry about the picture. make sure that you have a firm grasp on what the canvas is about, because if the picture isnt

what your kids want, it will not be what they put on it. as long as you focus on the basic outline of the picture, you will have a successful canvas. in order to change the picture later on, you just need to remove the canvas and paint a new one. your kids will be able to do this themselves with the help of a paint brush. it
is best to paint a picture with a room theme. that way they can have fun and make the painting reflect what they want the room to look like. choose a picture that is simple and has a good visual appeal. try to choose something that represents the feel of the room. that way you wont end up with a painting thats too

confusing.
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